
Tanium for State, Local and Educational Organizations

Building Maturity Within Your Agencies Through 
Unified Endpoint Management and Security
State, local, and educational organizations are tasked with serving citizens, 

students, businesses and staff by delivering accessible services, improving 

constituent engagement, expanding economic opportunities, and 

improving crisis response. But too often this work is compromised by 

critical visibility, resiliency, and accountability gaps in the security and 

management of the endpoints that employees rely on for their daily work. 

To close these gaps, organizations need endpoint management and 

security tools that provide the visibility and control required for managing 

endpoints efficiently, improving and accelerating incident response, and 

practicing strong IT hygiene at scale. 

ASSET VISIBILITY
How many devices do we have? Which systems are storing critical data?

How do we monitor for configuration drift across our endpoints today?

In an emergency situation (like a ransomware attack), how long did it take us to patch our machines?

TOOL & COST OPTIMIZATION
How many tools do we use to see and control all assets across our environments? 

How do we identify all assets and measure software utilization?

What are our long-term strategies for cost optimization?

DATA PRIVACY
How are we measuring data privacy risk today? What are our biggest concerns?

How are we assessing regulatory compliance today? Across which systems?

How many systems are missed in our current process?

INCIDENT RESPONSE
How many tools do we need to detect, investigate, respond, & remediate threats?

How do we scope an attack that has been around longer than 90 days?

How long does it generally take for us to respond and remediate threats?

How mature is your 
organization’s 

endpoint management 
practice? Can you 

confidently answer 
these questions?

Tanium’s core capabilities address endpoint management and security assessment requirements for asset visibility, 

tool and cost optimization, data privacy and incident response, to help you build a secure Zero-Trust environment. 

SCHEDULE A NO-OBLIGATION BUSINESS VALUE ASSESSMENT

Visit try.Tanium.com to simplify your endpoint management and security through 
unparalleled speed, visibility and control, at scale.


